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About This Game

BLOK DROP NEO is a simple, yet challenging, physics-based puzzle game for PC. Your goal is to guide the orange blok safely
to rest on any of the normal platforms by tapping, and destroying, the grey bloks. A number of different obstacles such as open

holes, blades, bounce bloks and more will try to destroy your orange blok.

This version features support for achievements and trading cards - both of which are exclusive for the Steam version of the
game.
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blok drop neo

I realize at first it looks like your average shovelware fps, but it's pretty damn good. I feel bad for getting it on sale because it's
fantastic and it looks like no one really knows about it.

The gameplay is something I can genuinely call a "Doom clone". You have your faster straferunning, 2.5D engine, an arsenal
that resembles Doom's (no SSG tho :( ), a great soundtrack...
There's a custom map maker and workshop support but there's hardly any maps on there so I can't really call that a selling point.
There's lots of difficulty options, and it runs on just about anything. If you're one of those pansies that complains about
hitscanners, there's not any in this.

Overall, very worth it for the $3 I got it for.. Overall decent game. Hope they improve the user interface when searching for
songs, and I hope they can allow us to choose our own visuals for each song.. I had been waiting for this game to be released, but
was surprised local co-op was not available. I initially decided not to buy, but then I read the devs intend to add this feature so I
got it anyway.

It does exactly what it seems to want to do: replicate a late 80s or early 90s run-and-gun platformer. The levels themselves are
tributes to various classic games of the era. There are some puzzle elements to the game as well, plus a good variety of weapons
and other items to pick up along the way. A wide variety of different video options are available, too (raster effects, edge
curvature, color adjustments).

I recommend the game for anyone to whom this sort of game appeals, although I personally wouldn't have bought it if two
player co-op was not in the works... It would be a shame if a "best buds" game couldn't actually be played with buds.. this is ugly
but one hundred percent better than my wife :)
she will never read it, because she is too stupid. Fun little board game.
If they didn't have to option to speed up your game, this would be incredibly boring.
this game will crush you if you don't play to your characters strong points and weaknesses.
I was lucky enough to get for $1 during golden week, but even if I didn't get it on sale I'm sure it still would have been worth the
money. Its poor everything about it the slowness of character the rubbish puzzles its just poor sorry.. So creative, so beautiful, so
fun. Originality like this needs to be encouraged!. I absolutely recommend this lovely, brain-meowlting adventurous puzzle
game. I am an Honorary Cat now, one of the few - actually 7% of the ones - who contributed in this very important Earth-saving
project. I think I will mention it in my CV as an achived goal which I am quite proud of. It was nice to meet you Science Cat.
Farewell my fluffy fellow.
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It's like playing chess but you need to find all your pieces before you start the game.
If you didn't find enough of the pieces your dead.
If you don't know how to use the piece your dead.
If you forgot the sequence on how to activate the piece, it blows up in your face and you guessed it your dead.

Also the main protagonist is a stoic masochist, interesting how I enjoy his interaction with the opposite sex.. Another series in
what I consider the great Spriderweb line of old time dunegon crawling with indoor and outdoor adventures - While I prefer
Avernum series over this one - there are more choices in this one as one can rotate through companions depending on a partiular
quest or tough fight. Didnt care for it. Very good game.
GOOD OST.
English update coming soon.. Seriously! Chess on sale for only 0.39p Can you imagine me complaining "I would have to be a
reet tight ungratefull Bsatard.
Whats that i hear you say "Does it have Draughts?" "NO! it doesnt. If you want draughts go open a fffing window" ; )

Its made by Atari Games you know!

EDIT No its not! damn that dyslexia. loved this game i found the entire series fun and a time killer and it also has moral choices
and so much more! i cant say how much fun this game is.. I have mixed feelings about this game. It really caters to a specific
type of player-base. That doesn't make it a bad game; but definately consider this before you buy:

Pros:

In terms of pixelated graphics, the game looks amazing.

Beautiful levels and cool monster designs. The game is full of different monsters, each one having unique patterns of attack.

Fantastic boss fights and a lot of fun attack patterns to dodge, with different means to fight back, depending on what random
items you grab.

The powerups are well done. The monster-card collection feature is also a nice touch, adding a little replayablility to the game
and rewarding players for collecting coins.

This plays like a better version of the traditional "Breakout" series, where you progress by breaking blocks.

Cons:

The hit detection of the monster card powerup is frustrating at times. You only get one per level, and it is annoyingly hard to hit
the enemy at times.

The voice-acting isn't very good for the characters. Characters come off as stereotypical in their personality, and the quotations
during battle seem obnoxious after a while.

Not only do all of the blocks have to be destroyed in each level; but so do the enemies. Enemies, even on level one, take three
normal hits to kill or one, well aimed, charged hit from the ball. This also goes for level one enemies. This may be nitpicking;
but I felt that this was unneccesary, given the fast enemy spawn rate. However, this won't make as much difference when you
get better at the game.

All-in-all, this game is basically an improved version of "Breakout." For Breakout fans, like myself, this game is well worth your
time and purchase. Just do yourself a favor and turn off the voice audio when you play it. Aside from that, it is well worth the
money.
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